THINKING   AND   REASONING
late-eduction.    The goal of science is the discovery of all facts
and their inter-relations.
We conclude this chapter with the examination of a few
pedagogical problems which the foregoing considerations may
help us to solve.    The first of these is the training of the senses.
Since the senses are gateways to the external world, adjust-
ment to which must always constitute a major problem of
education, it is not surprising that many of the great educators
have stressed the importance of sense-training.    Rousseau, for
example, believed in the importance of practical problems in
early education, and advocated training the senses by such
means;    while  in modern  times  Montessori  regards  sense-
training as an essential feature of her method.    Much of the
famous   * didactic   apparatus*   is   designed   to   train   sensory
acuity : for training perception of size sets of wooden cylinders
varying in either or both of their dimensions arc used;   for
form   geometrical   shapes  fitting  into frames;   for   hearing
boxes identical in shape and size, but containing different
things;   for colour different shades of wool.    What is it thai
Montessori achieves by means of these exercises?    There is nc
doubt that the child becomes highly proficient in his per-
formance of them; but, hi order to account for his improve-
ment, there is no need to assume that the sense-organs them
selves, or the sensory areas in the brain, are developed.    Tin
eye does not, by being used, become a better eye in a physio
logical sense;   indeed, it tends to become less efficient.    Wha
is trained is doubtless the child's power of perceiving, of dis
criminating and interpreting his sensations, the educations
importance of which cannot be denied.
How far is the Montessori method of sensory gymnastic
justified? The exercises are evidently performed for thei
training value, for no one would assert that the power t
match wools or to tell the contents of tins by shaking them
of much direct use in life. But it is extremely doubtful ho*
much of the training obtained in so limited a field is tran
ferred to the seeing and hearing of other things. Yet Monte
sori is certainly right in emphasizing the importance of tl
senses in early education, for, to a large extent, the high

